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Remarkably talented and proficient Cook with more than six years' experience in 
preparing, seasoning, and cooking soups, meats, vegetables, and other foodstuff in 
restaurant, Al cart'e, catering, stocking, ordering supplies and keeping records.

EXPERIENCE

Grill Cook/Assistant Kitchen Manager
ABC Corporation - 2011 – 2011

 Season and cook food according to recipes or personal judgment and 
experience.

 Observe and test foods to determine if they have been cooked 
sufficiently using methods such as tasting, smelling, or piercing them 
with utensils.

 Weigh, measure, and mix ingredients according to recipe or personal 
judgment using various kitchen utensils and equipment.

 Portion, arrange, and garnish food and serve food to waiter or patron.
 Regulate temperature of ovens, broilers, grills, and roasters.
 Substitute for or assist other cooks during emergencies or rush 

periods.
 Cooked menu items on grill, broiler, and used a deep fryer, 

microwave oven, stove, and toaster.

Grill Cook 
ABC Corporation - 2010 – 2011

 208-233-3642 Operating ovens and deepfryers, grilling and cooking 
all meats to accurate temperature.

 Stocking frozen foods in freezer, including boxes weighing up to 
50lbs.

 Also regularly stocked other items such as buns, fountain drink boxes,
produce, etc.

 Often maintaining multiple positions as needed, as well as grill cook, 
including making sandwiches and wrapping, prepping, and dishes.

 General cleaning all day through shift.
 Often filled in for others who requested time off, working various shift 

times.
 Occasional order-taking and handling money..

EDUCATION

 G.E.D - (NORTH ADULT CAREER CENTER - Columbus, OH)
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SKILLS

Inventory/ receiving/ butchering.
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